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I. INTRODUCTION
The majority of computer aided circuit analysis programs belong to the
class of "numerical programs", that is, the output is some numerical value.
At the time of our research a few programs, most notably ANPl(8)*. NASAP(9).
and OORNAP(lO) could generate network functions as rational functions of s
but did not allow the value of any element to be left in symbol form. The
research project reported here represents, we believe. the first effort to
generate symbolic network functions. By a symbolic network function we mean
V V I I~. ~ out --2E.!V • I. 'V. ,or I as a ratio of two polynomials of one of the
in 1n 1n in
following types:
(1) all network element values are represented by symbols (the symbols need










Vin 2ZYR + Z + R2y + R
element values are specified numerically, some symbolically,
V . 2
_o_u_t = --"s'--=R"'- _
Vin s2 2R + s(.Sxl06+150R2) + .75xl08R
or







There are many reasons why one may be interested in totally or partially
symbolic network functions. The following presents a few of the more important
ones.
(1) Insight. To illustrate the added "insight" symbolic programs can provi.de
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in comparison to numerical type programs, suppose we have been asked to
verify that the network in Fig. 1 is a negative impedance converter for
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To verify (1) with some degree of certainty using a numerical program
would require evaluating Zin(s) (and ZL(s» for many different values of
~ and frequency w, a time consuming process at best since most programs
must completely re-evaluate the network response for every relatively
large change in parameter values. Furthermore, the resulting verification
would only be valid for the particular structure and component values
chosen for ZL(s). With a symbolic program, one computer run gives the
symbolic transfer function
from which (1) follows immediately.
(2) Error Control. To demonstrate how a symbolic program can be used to
effectively control round-off error, consider the differential amplifier(l)
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shown in Figures 1 and 2 of Section 11-1. If network branches 1, 2, 5,
and 11 are chosen as the tree for deriving the signal-flow graph (SFG) ,
then the set of nontouching loops (all orders with sign attached)






(RE)2RZ ' (RE)2R2 ' (RE)2 R2 '
-RIAl· -R3RlA2 RIA2}
RER2 ' (RE) 2R2 ' RER2
and the corresponding set for the denominator is given by
SRI RI R3 R3 RIR3 RlR3 RIR3 RIR3}.
LR2' R2'RE' RE' R2RE' R2RE' R2RE' R2RE
Letting A2=AI, Rl=5K, R2=lSK, R3=lOK,and RE=25, evaluate Nand 6 by
summing the terms in the order given in the above sets keeping each
number generated to 8 significant digits. Then
N = Al[S.3333333-5.3333333+5.3333333-.013333333-5.3333333+0.l3333333J
= 3. 3xlO-8Al
and 6 = 1335
I -8
Thus out = 3.3xlO Alv. 13351n
s=O
which is incorrect since N=O. Although the above transfer function was
derived using SFG theory, round-off errors which cause erroneous results
can occur in any computer program restricted to' numerical evaluation,
and are generally very difficult to predict or control. Because round-off
error enhancement in the evaluation of network functions often occurs
as a result of widely separated values of some of the network elements,
one method of error control would be to leave such element values in
•
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symbolic form. This technique can be applied to the above example by
noting that RE should be kept as a symbol since its value is considerably
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(3) Sensitivity Analysis. Sensitivity of the network function to changes in
a particular network parameter can be found using a symbolic program by
keeping this parameter as a symbol and then performing the required
differentiation. Although there exist powerful numerical te~hniques for
sensitivity analysis, the above procedure using a symbolic program has
the particularly desirable feature of being less susceptible to round-off
errors.
(4) Parameter Variation. Suppose we wanted to evaluate the network function
for many different values of one or more network parameters. Using a
symbolic program, we could leave these parameters in symbol form and
then efficiently and accurately perform the large number of required
evaluations on the resulting symbolic network function. On the other
hand numerical programs now available must re-derive the transfer function
for every relatively large parameter change.
(5) Iterative Piecewise Linear Analysis of Resistive Nonlinear Networks.(ll)
Part of this powerful analysis technique requires the solution of a
•
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resistive linear network where some resistances and some d-c sources
are kept in symbol form.
. *The primary objective of this project has been the development of some
new or improved concepts needed to make a symbolic network analysis program
efficient with respect to program storage and execution time. The project
culminated in the program SNAP (Symbolic Network Analysis Program) which
finds symbolic network functions for networks containing R, L, and C type
elements and all four types of controlled sources. SNAP contains the following
unique features:
(1) The extensive use of a path-finding algorithm in place of matrix operations,
(2) Efficient techniques for finding all loops of the SFG and for enumerating
all higher order loops,
(3) The use of the "compact signal-flow graph" instead of the "primitive
signal-flow graph", and
(4) A simple coding technique which is used
(a) manipulate symbols thereby allowing the complete program to be
written in Fortran (another important aspect of the coding scheme
is that it permits repeated symbols to be treated as one symbol), and
•
(b) determine whether or not loop sets touch in the algorithm for
enumerating higher order loops.
New techniques for handling multi-inputs and multi-outputs are also presented
in this report although they have not yet been incorporated into the program
SNAP.
*At about the same time the'results of this project were disseminated, (3) another
symbolic program(l) (by coincidence also called SNAP) whose primary concern is
the on-line use for design purposes made its appearance.
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11. A GENERAL DISCUSSIOW OF THE BASIC ALGORITHMS
11-1. Formulating the Signal-Flow Graph (SFG~.
a. Data Required
A SFG 1s generated by SNAP (S~bolic Network Analysis Program) from data
specifying the topological structure of the network, the input-output variables.
and the characteristics of each network branch. The network topology is
described by
(a) A unique number for each branch. and
(b) the initial and terminal nodes of each branch as determined by the
assigned current direction •.
The input to the network must be a single independent 'voltage or current source
and the output requested must be the voltage or current associated with a
*network branch or the voltage between any two nodes of the network. Finally.
each branch is characterized by
(a) a symbol which specifies its type. i.e ••
passive branches: R. G. L. C. Y. Z
control sources: VV, VC. CV, CC
independent sources: E, 1
(b) • symbol representing the branch name together with the branch value
if specified, snd
(c) the branch number of the control (for dependent sources only)
As an example, consider the network given below (from 8 paper by A. DeMari(l».
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Figure 2
Table 1 (Network Data)
Branch Branch Initial Terminal Symbol Value ControlType Number Node Node
E 1 2 1 3
a 2 1 3 Rl • 5xlO
C 3 1 3 C 3R 5 1 4 al • 5xlO
C 4 1 4 C
. 3
R 6 3 4 R2 a l5xlO
CC 7 3 2 Al 10
CC 8 4 2 A2 9
R 9 2 5 RE .. 25
a 10 2 5 RE a 25 3R 11 5 1 R3 .. 10xlO
b.. Findinll Q Tral<!
The fo~lation of a SFG starts with the choice of a network tree. The
selection of network branches to be uoed in the tree 1s made as follows:
Independent voltage sources and controlled voltage sources are the first ones
to be uoed. Then come the passive RLC elemsnts in any order. In choosinn the
(J+l)th branch, the undirected graph fo~d by the J branches already selected
is tested to determine wheth~r a path exl~t8 between the two terminal nodes
of the (J+l)th branch. If eo, tho branch under consideration is di~quQlified.
If not, the (J+l)th branch 10 added to the tree. Let n be the number of nodes
•
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of the network graph. When n-1 branches are successfully choa~n by the above
process, we have obtained a tree.
As an example, consider the network of Fig. 2. If, following the selection
of the voltage source, the passive branches are examined in tha order by which
they are listed, the tree shown in Fig. 3 results
Tree branches:
b • 1 , b2 .. 2 , b3 III 5, b4 - 91 .
Links:
J, IS 3 , t2 • 4 , t3 .. 6, t4 .. 71
t .. 8 t III 10 , t • 115 6 7
•
Figure 3
It is important to note that the complexity of the SPG and consequently
the time required to evaluate the transfer function depends on the tree
selected.(2) A brief summary of the rules for choosing a "good" tree is
given in Appendix C at the end of Section III-I.
c. Rules for Formulating the Compact SFG
A "compact SFG" 1s a signal-flow graph whose node variables consist only
of tree branch voltages and link currents except when additional nodes are
needed for control sources or for the output variable. This type of SFG
can be more efficiently evaluated than the so-called primitive SFG which
contains one node for the branch voltage and another for the branch current.
The compact SFG is constructed according to the following rulea: (An
example a8 derived from Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Gnd Table 1 is given in Fig. 4).




branches bi , i a l,2, ••• ,m is found. Two sets of SFG branches can then be created.
Set (a): For each passive branch in the tree branch set bi , i=l,i, ••• ,m,
a directed branch in the SFG is formed from node I~ to node V
bi
with
weight equal to the impedance of branch bi , prefixed with the proper
sign (positive, 1f the directions of ~ and bi concur in ~' and negative
otherwise) •
Set (b): If the link ~ ia a passive branch, a directed branch in the
SFG is formed from each node Vb!' i c l,2, ••• ,m, to node I~, having weight
equal to the admittance of link ,~, prefixed with the proper sign
(negative, if the directions of ~ and bi concur in Ck , positive other-
whe).
Rule (2): If any of the four types of controlled sources are present, a
directed branch is created in the SFG from the controlling variable to the
controlled source, having weight equal to the constant of proportionality
(g , beta, etc.). If the controlling variable is a link voltage or a tree
m
branch current, one more node is added to the SFG to represent this controlling
variable X (node Xl2 in Fig. 4 is a node of this type). X is then expressed
in terms of the tree branch voltage or link current through a simple igmittance
relationship.
Rule (3): If the desired output Y is neither a tree branch voltage nor a
link current, then one node is added to the SFG to represent Y. Y is then
expressed 1n terms of tree branch voltages or in terms of a link current
through a simple 1mmittance relationship.
Rule (4): Finally, the SFG is "closed" by adding a branch with a symbolic
weight (FB), directed from the output to the input node.
•
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d. !he Gain Formula for "Closed" SFG( 4 )
The purpose for introducing the closed SFG is because only all orders
of non~touching loops need be found as opposed to the evaluation of Mason's
formula which required enumerating certain paths as well as loops.
To derive the gain expression for the closed SFG consider first Mason's






6 .,. 1 + ~-l)jl:L k j is the determinant of the SFG
j k'~,j is the product of the transmittances of the k th set of non-intersecting
loops of order j.
Pi is the transmittance product of the i th path between Xi and X
o
6i is the partial determinant obtained from 6 after removal of all
thloops intersecting the i path between Xi and X
o
'
Let 6 be the determinant
c
. {pi )7=1 is the set of all
of the closed SFG. It is then noted that since
paths from Xi to X , the loops present in the
. 0
closed SFG not present in the original SFG will be precisely (FB)Pi)~=l
where FB is the symbol assigned to the added branch. Further, since the
path FB contains only nodes Xi and X
o
which, in turn, are present in every
path Pi' i=1,2, ••• ,m, it follows that the non-intersecting loop combinations
that do not touch the loops (FB)Pi , i=1,2, ••••m will be precisely those
combinations which do not touch the path Pi' i=1,2, ••• ,m. It follows that
6 ... (FB)
c .
Thus, the transfer function can be found by simply sorting the terms of the
determinant of the closed SFG.
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. 11-2. Manipulating spa Branch Weights
Each branch weight in the spa is of the form
nConstant • Symbol • s
1£ an arbitrary branch has an initial node Xi and a final node Xf' then the
three parameters
C(Xi ,Xf > ... constant
S(Xi ,Xf> Cl symbol
and E(Xi ,Xf > ... exponent of Q
completely define the weight of the branch. ·After a loop or a set of nontouching
loops haG been found in the spa, say by some path-finding technique, it is
desirable to combine the weight parameters of each branch in the loop set
to form a composite loop set weight. The loop set constant may be easily
formed by taking the product of the constants associated with each branch.
Similarly, the loop set exponent parameter is readily found by su~ing the
exponents assigned to each branch. However, because computers are not
particularly adept at symbol ~nipulation, it is inefficient with respect to
both time and storage to form directly a composite loop set symbol. A much
better technique is to convert each branch symbol into a numeric code. These
codes are assigned to the spa branches as follows: Each distinct symbol i.1
the SFa is stored in the array S(j) and assigned a code Bj where B is some
base Be{2,4, ••• ,2s J. Now for an arbitrary SPG branch having initial node Xi
and final node Xf which contains the symbol 5(n), the code




The real value of this coding technique stems from the fact that the c~o&-
He loop set code formed by summing the codes representing the individual
branch symbols can be uniquely decoded provided the number of identical
symbols combined into cny code is less than B.
As an example of the above concepts for manipulating the SFG branch
weights, refer to the SFG shown in Fig. 4. Consider, in particular, the
loop defined by the node sequences
Then
composite loop set constant - (-5XlO)(l)(-5xlO)(I)
• 25xl06
and
composite loop set s pouer a 0 + I + 0 + I • 2
To find the loop set code, an array of distinct symbols of the SFG and their




8(2) ... C ~>41
8(3) mAl <:--> 42
8(4) mA2 <:-> 4)
Note that because there will be at most two identical symbols in any code, the
base 4 was chosen. Using the above codes gives
composite set code • K(V2,13) + K(I 3,V2)
+ K(V4 ,lS) + K(lS'V4)
_4'+.0+0+4 1
III 8
Now to decode this number, say in the output, ve vould vrite




which io indeed the Qymbol associated with the loop iffimlttance product. The
above coding 8cheQ~ for manipulating symbols is easily adapted to the c~uter
by incorporating the masking operation .AND. • To determine the number of
5(1) type symbols contained in a given code, the .AND. operation is applied
to the code and 8-1. In general,the number of S(J) symbols is found by
dividing (using integer division eo 8S to truncate the remainder) the code
used to determine the number of S(J-l) symbols by 8 snd then applying the
.AND. operation. For ex~le, consider the loop set previouely discussed.
loop set code a 8 0 (000000000100)2
B -1 • 3 • (000000000011)2
(loop set code).AND.(B-l) m a.AND.3
.. 0
Thus, the symbol 8(1) a VB is not present. Nou divide the loop code by B
and repeat the above procedure
8
neu code a 4 s 2
(new code).AND.(B-l) D 2.AND.3
• (000000000010)2
.. 2
This implies C is contained in the code a and that its exponent is"2, i.e.
2C. The proceo8 stops when the code is reduced to zero.
Each loop set (of any order) contributes to 8 term in the network function.
As each loop set (of any order) is generated and coded, it is compared with
existing terms. If a term with the same symbol code and power of 0 exists,
then the constant of the term is updated by adding to it the con9tant of the
new loop set. Otherwise, a ne~ term is created. Note that the above process
is an important step to~aTdG reducing the otorage requirements.
-15-
After all loop sets hove been found, the transfer function 1s complete,
and it regains only to trausfora the symbol code of each term into its corres-
ponding symbol set by the .AND. operation previously described.
•
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11-3. Generating First Order Loops
a. General Description
Let the nodes of the SFG be labelled 1,2, ••• ,N. All first order loops which
contain node J (Jml initially)csn be found by conceptually splitting node J into two
nodes, one node containing all incoming branch and the other containing all
outgoing branches, and then enumerating all paths between these two nodes.
All branches going into node J are then removed and the process repeated for
node J+l. Clearly, this procedure will produce all circuits with no dupli-
cations.
The problem of efficiently finding all circuits now becomes one of finding
paths. "The path-finding algorithm utilized by SNAP is based on a routing
(5)
technique which conceptually resembles that proposed by Kroft • However,
because our ultimate objective is a flexible user-oriented program, we have
•
chosen to use FORTRAN instead of SNOBOL as Kroft did. A general description
of the concepts contained in the algorithm will be given here in addition to
a rigorous step-by-step description presented at the end of this section.
Consider the SFG given in Fig. 4. The topological structure of the SFG
can be completely described by the following routing table where the entries
in the Jth row are the set of all nodes of distance one from node J. Note
that the entries of each row are made to decrease as the column subscript
M increases. This facilitates modifyi~g the table after all paths through
a particular node, say node J, have been found because only the right most
non-zero entry of each row must be tested, i.e. if that entry equals J, it
is a set to zero. As an example in using the routing table, the following
two circuits can easily be shown to compose the complete set of circuits
containing node 1.
1 - 11 - 9 - 12 - 8 - 5 - 6 - 1

























A particularly important feature of the path-finding algorithm is the
method by which each new node generated from the routing table must be tested
to prevent loops from being formed •. Rather than comparing the prospective •
node to each node already in the path, it is much more efficient to define
the function
{
" 1 if 1 1s contained in the path node sequence
F(I)· 0 if I is not contained in the path node sequence
on which only one logic test need be made.
Additional insight may be obtained by viewing the path-finding technique
graphically. That is, the process by which paths are generated can be
observed by applying the following two rules directly to the SFG.
"(1) Let node J be the last node added to the path node sequence (initially
J a input node). To select the next node, traverse that branch
connected to node J that goes to the highest numbered node satisfying
both the following requirements:
.!..u
-If~ -
8. we did not just back up from this node uhile applying rule 2,
and
b. this node is not included in the path nooe sequence.
Repeat this process until the output node is reached (then Btore
the node sequence and go to rule 2) or until no nee node can be
found the satisfies (a) and (b) (then go to rule 2)
(2) Back up alonm th~ path just found (this is al~ays possible unless
we are at the input node in ~h1ch case all patho have been found)











The heavy lines of Fig. 5 show the path ehich results from applying'rule 1
when node 1 is considered both the initial and terminal node. Generatin6
a second path requires backtracking to node 9, then continuing the sequence
10-7-2-6-1. Note that the above graphical technique for listing all paths can
be helpful when solving problems by hand.
b. (3)A Detailed Description of the Path-Finding Algorithm
Algorithm p~(Path-fln~: This algorithm finds all paths between two
nodes of a directed graph (without parallel edges) whose nodes are labelled
l,2, ••• ,N. The only modification necessary to adapt the algorithm to finding
11:The fo~t used to describe the path-finding algorithm follows the style of
Knuth(6).
-19-











Number of nodes in graph
Number of branches leaving node J
Routing table
Column counter for the Jth row of the table R
thThe V node in the node sequence of path W
Number of nodes in path W
A function used to test whether node K is repeated, and
whether the last node is reached.
PFl. .(Preliminary)
Set R(J,1), R(J,2), ••• ,R(J,EJ ) to the group of EJ nodes of distance
one from node J. When using the algorithm to find circuit, made •
Set
the entries of each row decrease 8S M increases.
{
-1 for M 3 EJ+l and J=I





for K=J and J~I,L
for Kat
Set CJ ~--- 1 for J=1,2, ••• ,N
Set W ~--- 1, V ~--- 2, J <--- I, P(l,l) ~ I
PF2. (Find the next node)
Set P(V,W) <--- R(J,CJ )
PF3. (Test R)
{
< 0 stop; all paths have been found
IF R(J,CJ ) a 0 set F(J) <--- 0, go to step PF6
> 0 go to step PF4
-20-
PF4. (Test F)
. {O path completed; go to step PF7
IF F(R(J,CJ )} ='0 go to step PFS
>0 set CJ <:- CJ+l; go to step PF2
PF5. (Prepare for next node)
Set J <:- P(V,W), F(J)<- 1, V <-- V+l, go to step PF2
PF6. (Back step)
Set CJ <:-- 1, J <:-- P(V-2,W), CJ <:-- CJ+l, V <:-- V-I, go to step PF2
PF7. (Finish path)




*Generating Nontouching Loops of Order Two or More
Preliminary results from SNAP indicate that of the following sub-
programs, (1) finding a SFG, (2) coding and de-coding, (3) enumerating first
order loops,and (4) finding all higher order nontouching loops, the last
will generally require the most time unless the network contains many distinct
symbols in which case subprogram (2) may dominate. It is therefore necessary
to exercise considerable care in developing an algorithm for finding all
orders of nontouching loops.
In general, to find loop sets of all orders, some comparison between
the node sequences of the different loops must be made. A brute force
technique is simply to store all the node sequences of the first order loops
and to find nontouching loops by direct comparison of the nodes contained
in the loops. Of course, storage is also needed to indicate the loops
contained in some of the higher order combinations, but this storage is
necessary even in the more efficient techniques which follow.
The above method is improved considerably if instead of directly comparing




F(I) ... { 0
Ie {nodes in loop A}
otherwise
and then tested as follows:
If F(J) (~ all Je {nodes in loop B} <> loops do not touchany J~ {nodes in loop B} c> loops touch
For those computers which can accomodate the .AND. operation (or
equivalent), the following coding technique reduces the number of logic
t:
Although the program was correct, the algorithm ~as incorrectly described in
reference (3).
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comparisons needed to determine if two loops touch to one and, perhaps
what is even more important, requires only a single code be stored for
each first order loop instead of the complete node sequence. As each first
order loop is generated, it is assigned an integer code whose binary repre-
sentation shows the set of nodes in the loop. For example, if loop A
contains the nodes (II, 9,12,8,5,6, 1) and loop B contains the nodes {2,6},
then the codes are
A a (110110110001)2 a 3505
B a (000000100010)2 m 34
To determine whether the two loops touch or not, the masking operation .AND.
is used. Thus,
(A) .AND. (B) = (000000100000)2 ~ 0
The result is not zero, indicating that loops A and B touch.
Using the coding scheme the complete set of nontouching pairs of loops is
found and stored in the one dimension array N. Let n = number of first
order of loops. Then
(N( 1) ,N(2), ••• ,N rpO) J,N[PO)+l], ••• ,N [P(2) J, N(P(2)+1 ], ••• ,N [P(3) ],
N[P(3)+l], ••• ,N[P(n -1)],N[P(n -l)+l], ••• ,N[P(n )])
is the complete set of nontouching pairs of loops, where the
(N(l),N(2), ••• ,N[P(1)]) • set of loops numbered higher than 1 which do not
touch loop 1.
{N[P(l)+l J,N (P(l)+2], ••• ,N[P(2)]) "" set of loops numbered higher than 2
: which do not touch loop 2•
.
(N[P(i-1)+1 ],N [P(i-1)+2', ••• , N(P(!) 1) a set of loops nuooexoed higher than i
: which do not touch loop i
•
(NrP(n -1)+l],N[P(n -1)+2], ••• ,N[P(n )]) "" empty set because there are no
loops numbered higher than D •
Note that the array P is simply used to partition the array N such that the eet
(N[P(i-l)+l ],N[P(1-l)+2 J, ••• ,N[P(i)]) does not touch loop i.
•
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Example: (Consider the SFG of Fig. 4)



















To find the array of nontouching pairs P, SNAP codes the above 100po end
proceeds to use the .AND. operator. The results are
N a (4,S,5,7,8,5,6,7,8,7,8,7,S}
and P(1 )al, p(2)m2, P(3)oS, P(4)c9; p(S)llSn, 1'(6)""13, P(7)11S13, P(8)s13.
To systematically continue the process, an array S iti created from which
all higher order loop sets (2 or more) not touching loop t can be found. By




S(1,1)S(1,2) ••• S[1,U(1)] • • • S[l,J(l) J,O,.o.
S(2, 1) S(2, 2) • • • S[2 ,U( 2)+1 ] ••• S[2, J (2) ],0, • 0 •
·
·S"(K,1)S(K,2) ••• S[K,U(K)] ••• S[K,J(K) J,o, o. 0
·






and where the entires (loop numbers) of row M(M ~ 2) are thoee loops in the set
{S [M-l, U(M-l)+l ), S[M-I, U(M-l)+2 J, ••• ,S[M-l ,J (M-I) ]}
which do not touch the loop S(M-l,U(M-l)].
The arrows shown in the array S given a~ove are referred to 8S "pointers".
Note that U(J) indicates the tb Example:position of "pointer" of the J row.
U(3) tJI 5 tlleans the pointer of ro~ 3 is tb column.currently located at the 5
The procedure for finding cll bigher order loop combinations is given in








number of first order loops
first order loop u~der consideration
pointer position for row i in S
nu~er of loo,s in row i of S
the rou counter indicating that row K of S is being
scanned to gen~rmte a set of K+2 order loops
taO
U(i) a liD 1,2, ••• ,n
J(I) D 0 i ~ 1,2,~ •• ,n
•
c. .__-..:- ~I Set.t m t + 1 I
I "IL- --.- ----'
IJ/
Have all first order loops been used
to generate high~r-order combinations?
i.e. Is 1, "" n?
No
Insert into row 1 of S the numbers cor-
responding to the loops numbered higher
than t which do not touch loop t •
. Set K'" 1












Generate row K+1 of S as follows: Inoert those
loops of the set lS[K,U(K)+l], ••• ,S[K,J(K)]}
_that do not touch loop S[K,U(K») into row K+1
of S. Set J(K+l) m number of these loops. When
a new element, say S(K+l,X), is generated, the
weight parameters corresponding to the symbol code,
constant te~, and power of 8 are stored (or when
possible combined ~ith other similar type terms)
for the loop set loop










Yes Can we-generate row K+lby incrementing the pointer
of row K? i.e. Is U(K)< J(K)-l1
No
2










Prom the preceding example,
N • (4 , 5 , 5 , 7 , 8 , 5 , 6 , 1 , 8 , 7 , 8, 7 , 8 )
and P(l) = 1, P(2) m 2, P(3) c 5, P(4) = 9, P(5) m 11
P(6) s 13, P(7) & 13, P(8) m 13
Arrays N & P are more easily interpreted by setting up the following table:
Table 3.










The sequence for producing the higher order loops is aa follows~
loop 1
loops not touching loop 1 are inserted

















[~ 7 8 OJ
loop S does not touch loop 7
or loop 8 (this is determined





8 0 0 loop 3·loop S·loop 7
0 0 0 loop 3·loop S·loop 8
0 0 0
loop 7 touches loop 8; thus,
there io no 3rd row. Further
if the pointer ofrov 1 is
incremented by 1, no new 2nd
row can be created. Thus, we
are done with loop 3, •
. loop 4
S array Output
<J, ~J.~ 6 70 0
1100P 5 does not touch loop
. ·7 or loop 8
l
5 6 7 8 loop 4-loop S-loop 7
t loop 4'100p S·loop 8
7 8 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1100P 7 touche. loop 8; thu.,
there is no 3rd row. Incre-
ment pointer of row 1,
-27-
r
l ~J6 70 0
°
°
1100P 6 does. not touch loop





8 0 loop 4
o loop 6 o loop 7
0 0 loop 4
o loop 6 o loop 8
0 0
liDcremonting pointers give








JIOOP 7 touches loop 8
loop 6
S array Output
[f 8 0 0] 3rd order loopsno
,
~lOOP 7 touches loop 8
loop 7
S array Output
[0 J 3rd order loopsno
loop 8
S array Output
[0 ) 3rd order loopsno
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III. USER'S GUIDE
Ill-I. Information Needed by User
Progr8m: SNAP (Symbolic Network Analysis Program)
V V I
* out out ~Purpose: To obtain the network functions ~, -1-.--' V
1n 1n in
ratio of two polynomials of the following type:
Ior ~ aas
lin
(1) all network element values are represented by symbols (the symbols

















= 2 6 2 8
s 2R + s(.SxlO + lSOR ) + .75xlO R
•






Description: Program SNAP is designed to handle lumped, linear, time invariant
k ** .. th f 11 i tnetwor s conta1n1ng e 0 ow ng ype components:
(1) two-terminal circuit elements -- resistance, inductance, and
capacitance.
(2) two-terminal networks described by an admittance or i.mpedance
parameter.
*Refer to Appendix A at end of this section for a technique of handling
multi-output functions.
**See Appendix B for a brief list of additional limitations on the size and
type of network allowed.
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(3) all four types of controlled sources (Note: Mutual inductance,
ideal transformers, gyrators, etc., can be modeled with elements
in (1) and (3»
(4) one independent source; see Appendix A for a technique of handling
multi-input networks •
.Network Data Required: After the network components have been modeled by the
type elements allowed, the branches and nodes are to be numbered consecutively
starting with 1 and reference directions for each branch current are to be













Title card (all 72 columns are reproduced in output)
CARD '2
Contents
Number of nodes in the network
Number of branches in the network






Number base of symbol codes (automatically set to 8 if left
blank)
1 if a description of the SFG is to be listed, blank otherwise


















Network branch number of source
Network branch number associated with output (leave blank
if dutput is a voltage across more than one branch)
Node number corresponding to the positive output voltage
terminal (these columns can be left blank if columns 6-10
are not blank)
Node number corresponding to the negative output voltage
terminal (these columns can be left blank if columns 6-10
are not blank)
CARDS 4 thru (b+3)
(b = number of network branches)
Note 1: Each card describes one network branch (element).
Note 2: If output is a voltage (current) associated with a particular branch,
then the data card describing this branch should be entered first
(last) among the branch data cards (cards 4 thru (b+3» to insure
that this branch will be chosen as part of the tree (cotree).
Note 3: When a large number of branches share one common terminal, it is
better to place these branches first starting with card 4 (card 5




























current controlled current source
current controlled voltage source
voltage controlled current source

























Element number--all elements of the network must be assigned
a distinct number (positive integer). For greatest efficiency,
the numbering should be consecutive.
Initial node--this is relative to the arbitrarily chosen
current direction.
Terminal node--this is relative to the arbitrarily chosen
current direction.
Element symbol--the element's value, if not specified, is
represented by this symbol.
Equal sign (=) if element is to be assigned a value. Leave
blank if element value is to be represented in symbolic form.
Element value (if known)--Format is E12.5. Units should be
compatible with element type as specified in columns 1-2; for
example, R is expressed in ohms, G in mhos.






outWe wish to find IV., Keeping AI, A2, and C as symbols.1.n .
+v









FIGURE I. ORIGINAL f\lETWORK.
•
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TABLE 1. Input Data as Reproduced in Program Output.
NUMBER OF NOD~S= 5
NUMBER OF BRANCHES= 11
ELEMENT NUMBER OF SOURCE: 1
ELEMENT NUMBER ASSOCI~TED WITH OUTPUT= 6
BASE FOR SVMHOL'CODES= ,8
NETWORK
ELEMENT ELEMENT INITIAL TERMINAL ELEMENT ELEtv4E~T ELEMFNT NO.
TYPE NUMBER NODE NODE SYMI:WL VALUt: OF CONTROL
E 1 2 1 -0. -(l
R 2 1 3 Rl= 5.00000E+03 -0
C 3 1 3 C -0. -0
R 5 1 4 R1= 5.00000F:+03 -0
C 4 1 4 C -0. -0
R 6 3 4 R2= 1.r;OOOOF+04 -0
CC 7 3 2 I'll -0. 10
CC 8 4 2 1'12 -0. q
R 9 2 5 RE= 2.C;OOOOF.Ol -0
R 10 2 5 RE:: 2.c;OOOOF:+01 ... 0
R 11 5 1 R3= 1.00000f.¢o04 .. n
TREE SELECTED
E 1 2 1 -0' "'0
R 2 1 3 Rl= 5.00000F:~03 "0
R 5 1 4 R1= s.OOOOOF+03 -0
R 9 2 5 RE= ?C;OOOOf.+OL "'0
-j4-
TIME FOR fORMULATING SIGNAL
FLOW GRAPH IN SECONDS .252
CIRCUITS
8 FIRST ORD~R LOOPS
0046
NO. NODE LIST
1 1 11 9 12
2 1 11 9 10
3 2 6 2
it 2 3 2
5 454
6 565
7 9 11 9









TIME FO~ FINDING lQ SETS OF
~ONTOUCHING LOOPS9 IN SECONDS
TIME FOR DECODING SYMBOLS IN SECONDS
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TABLE 3. Network Transfer Function and Total Execut-'on Time.
- -- - .
NUMERATOR POLYNO~IAL






















OF 5 CONSTANT COEFS. TN THE POLYNO~IAL
COLUMN 1 COLUMN '2 COLU~N 3 COLUMN 4
o 3e33333E~05 -J.33333E~05 o. o.
1 0. o. 1.66667E-Ol -1.66667E-01




































EXECUTION TIME IN SECONDS,
AUGUST 1970 VERSION OF SNAP
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APPENDIX A
A Sorting Technique for Handling Multi-Input, Multi-Output Networks.
Multi-Inputs
Program SNAP (the August 1970 revision) permits only one independent source
branch. However, networks containing more than one source can easily be
handled with the following technique. Let W. i = 1,2, •.• ,n represent a set of
~
n independent sources, either voltage or current. Assign WI as the permitted
independent source and make W2 ' W3, ••• ,Wn dependent sources which are dependent
on WI with proportionality factors
, •.. ,k =
n
respectively
Only the numerator polynomial in the output will contain these parameters thus
permitting the user to easily put the output function into the form
PI + P2k2 + P3k 3 +...+ Pnkn
f1
•




PlWl + P2W2 +...+ PnWn
f1
Although at present SNAP does not give the output function in the form of
Eq. (1) directly, only a few program modifications are necessary to effect such
a result. For example, the program could internally create a new input node,
I ,of the SFG and then make each independent source, W., dependent on I
new 1 new








The following technique can be used to obtain more than one output function
in a single computer run: Augment the original network by appending one end
of a series connection of dependent voltage sources to the given network such
that
(a) to each branch current, I j , desired as an output, there corresponds
a dependent voltage source which depends on I. and has symbolic weight
J
Ioj'
and (b) to each voltage VOAB desired as an output, there corresponds a set of the
dependent voltage sources each dependent upon a voltage across one
of the branches in the path between nodes A and B and all having
symbolic weight VOAB '
By specifying the output to be the voltage across the entire series connection of
dependent voltage sources, outputs I j and VAB will be those output terms which
contain I
oj and VOAB respectively. Only a few modifications of the present
version of SNAP would be necessary to have the program internally perform the
network augmentation described above (at present, the user must do the augmenting).
As an example, Fig. 2 illustrates the network augmentation needed to find
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APPENDIX C
Selecting a "Good" Tree
The network tree used to generate the SFG has a very significant effect
on the number of loops and higher order loops present in the SFG. The
loop enumeration and evaluation, in turn, often determines the time and
storage needed by a computer to solve a given network. The ladder network
of Figure 1 together with Table 1 illustrated the interrelationship between
the tree selected, the number of loops (all orders), computer execution




























Unfortunately, choosing the "best" tree, that is, a tree which will
minimize the number of loop combinations of nIl orders is a very involved
process. See reference 2 and 7 for a detailed discussion of this problem.
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For most networks, however, a tree that will result in a reasonable amount
of execution time and computer storage can be selected by applying one
of the following rules (rule 2 results in a better tree than rule 1)
Rule 1: Select a tree in which as many branches as possible form a star,
that is, the branches share a common node. Modify this tree, if necessary,
to include any branch which has two or more branches in parallel with it.
Rule 2: Let Tk be some tree (not necessarily the best) of the network
graph. For each link £i of the graph, define B1 as the number of treei
branches which form a circuit with t.. Then form the sum
1
= where L = number of links in the graph having Tk
as a tree.
Select that tree, say T., which satisfies the inequality
, J
ST. < ST k = l,2, •.. ,N where N = number of trees
J k
The example given in section 111-1 uses a tree, T., having ST = 11.
J j
The tree generated internally by program SNAP includes all voltage
sources together with those passive branches read in first (starting with
input data card 4) which complete the tree. Thus, to have SNAP select
the tree that has been chosen by the user, it is necessary that the user's
tree include all voltage sources and that all its pa~sive branches be
listed first starting with input data card 4.
•
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111-2. Modifying the Dimension of Arrays
In order to make SNAP applicable to many different type networks. a flexible
yet simple procedure is needed for modifying the dimension of the arrays. For
example. storage re4uirements for networks containing many symbols will be
determined by the number of symbols, symbol codes, etc •• whereas the storage
needed for networks having no symbols will be determined by the number of loops.
nontouching loops of all orders. and related network characteristics. Because
it is not possible to determine apriori reasonable bounds for all the network
characteristics, error diagnostics have been built into the program to inform
the user as to which arrays have been inadequately dimensioned. As a result,
the technique for adjusting the array dimension. in SNAP can be outlined as
follows:
(1) Check that those network characteristics which can be determined before
running the program are within the specified limits. These limits are
listed following the dimension statements of the main program for
convenient reference.
(2) Run the program. If an array dimension is exceeded an error message will
result which specifies the network characteristic involved. For example,
if the SFG of a given network has an excessive number of circuits, the
message "No. of circuits exceeds limit--increase dimensions containing
NPAC" will result. The definition of NPAC (number of paths and circuits)
are found immediately following the array dimensions in the main program.
It is important to point out that a computer run may continue to completion
even if the dimension of some arrays have been exceeded (an error message is
still given. however). In this situation, the results cannot be considered
reliable.
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(3) Once it has been ascertained by (1) and (2) that dimension modifications
are in order, refer to the next few pages to determine the arrays associated
with the network characteristics of interest. Increase the dimension of
all the arrays indicated by say 20% (several runs may be necessary to
achieve adequate program dimensions). Then update the value of the
parameter (NPAC, for example) corresponding to the network characteristic
involved. This parameter is used throughollt the program (as limits on
DO loops etc.) thereby making it unnecessary to do any additional program
modifications.
NBN = Number of Network Branches (Presently 35)
•
PROGRAM MAIN
IG(NBN), KODES (NBN) , KODE(NBN,NBN)
5MBOL(NBN) , KONC(NBN) , IXPO(NBN,NBN)
I FLOW (NBN) , N(NBN, NBN) , CONS (NBN,NBN)
LT(NBN), NP(NBN),
SUBROUTINE SFG
J ROW(NBN) , TYPB(NBN), IQUALX(NBN) , JBX(NBN)
NP(NBN) , JB(NBN) , VALX(NBN), LBX(NBN)
IVV(NBN), LB(NBN) , NUMLX(NBN) , IB(NBN,NBN)
NUML(NBN), MSYM(NBN) , INTRE (NBN) , NS(NBN,NBN)
ICV(NBN), IQUAL(NBN) , NOTREE (NBN) , NF(NBN,NBN)
INTREE(NBN) , VAL(NBN) , TYPX(NBN) ,
LINC(NBN) , SYM(NBN) , NUMX(NBN),
SUBROUTINE FTREE
TYPX(NBN) , INTRE (NBN) , NF(NBN,NBN)
JBX(NBN) , NOTREE(NBN) ,
LBX(NBN) , NP(NBN)
SUBROUTINE TREP
JX(NBN) , JMEM(NBN) ) NF(NBN,NBN)
NP(NBN), KMEM(NBN)
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NBG = Number 0 f Branches in SFG (Presently 100)
PROGRAM MAIN
NFIRST(NBG) • SYMBUL(NBG), NEST(NBG)








NPAC = Number of Paths Plus Circuits (Presently 300)
PROGRAM MAIN
CONST(NPAC), MAPO(NPAC), JAC(NPAC)





































NRI = Maximum Number of Nontouching Loops (Presently 15)
PROGRAM MAIN
ISET(NRI, NCI)
NCI = Maximum Number of Loops Not Touching any Given Loop (Presently 100)
PROGRAM MAIN
ISET(NRI,NCI)
NEON = Number of Nontouching Paris of Loops (Presently 1200)
PROGRAM HAIN
NOTCH(NEON)







CONS(J.L);WEIGT~I) FOR BRANCH t OF THE SFG WHERE
J= FIRSTIJ.), L=NLASI (I)
CONSTlt>=COMPOS'r1~ CONSTANT ASSOCIATEf) WTTH CIRCUIT T. IT Te: FOllNn HY'
TAKING TH~ PR00UCT Of THE CONSTANT VALUES OF EVlRY SFG ~RANCH
IN CIRClJIT J
rVAL(NUMC)=VALX,LINK) ~HERt NU~C=NUMX(LINK)
(USEU ONLy FOH NETWURK 8q.NCHE~ NOT IN THE TREF)
TRILF"JF)=JBIJF',LF)=NU"'1r WHEHE JF=JI:HNU~1C) ANt) I f=Lrl(NL/ •.o1C)
A"111 NUMC 1~ 1\ NETw0HK IREf: 8RANCH NUMI1!:.H (ASSI~NEf) P,y 11c:.F'Rl
TFL.OW(K)=A FLAG.~f)R THE ~UI-<PIjSE OF CHFCKING WHETHFR NOOr: K t'; PEPfATF'1l
ANI\ WHE P-lEk THt. Lfl ~ I NUI)E 1~ REACHF.fl
TG(l)=SVMROL cOnf:. t\SSIGNt:D To THE SfG f::l~ANCHf;,S RAVTN';
TERMJNAL NnUF L
INTRF'IK)=l. THI.. I-TH 'lJE'TWORK I3RANCH TN THE UATA t-lkAt-'CH °LIc:.T °T5
CHOSEN AS-1Hf:. K-TH HRANC~ OF THF NfTwQHK TREE
TNTRfF. ("JlJt.1C) =1 Tf THE "IETwORK '3RANCH NU""HFI~FU NUIvlC ~y THE IISEQ I~
SELF. CTElJ f U~~ THE. THE f t (lOT HER 'II ISF'
!(,ll!AL INUMC) =!IJUAL;< (I) wHERE. rIlUt\1C=NUMX (I)
(USEO ONLy ~OH NETwO~K TREF BHANCHFSI
IQUALX(I)=F.QUAL SIGN(:) TF I-TH NFTW04K k~ANCH t~ THF O~TA RAANCH
LIST HA~ A ~UME~IrAL VALUE. LEFT HLAN~ IF I-TH ~RANrH T~
Tn HE REPRESENrEO HY A SY~80L
tSF.T(J.t)=TH~ INTFGER AR~~V wHICH TOGETH~4 WITH THE A~~AY NOT~H r~~1
HE USED Tn FII\j11 ALL SEtS OF NONTOIICHING LOUPs OF ORI'FR (';PE'/lTFQ
THMJ 2
TTOP(JC)=\ IF THt Tt~""S IN COLLP-1N JC OF THE. ARRAY POLY HEU"INn TO
T ~ r:: NU"'1 FR t\ Tt) R 0 F THE 0 d TPUT TRAN Sn. R FUNCT1() N. 0 T F THF. Y
HELONG 10 THE UE~OMINAIOR
TVV(M)=NFT~ORK ~kn~CH "IUMRE~ OF THE ~-TH VULIAGF CONTH0LtU
VOLTAGE S"UkCE 1'IJ THE !JATA RHANCH LIST
TXPO(J.U=Ix,iJON(J) FOR ~r(ANC'1 I OF THE. SF(; WHERE:
J:: N F' I HS T (.L ). L=NlAS T ( I )
TXPONlt)=FXP~NE~l OF S ASSOCIATED wITH T~~ VALUF OF THE SF~ RPANCH t
TXPOT(J)=C:OMPOSTIF EXPONENT OF 5 FOR CIRCUIT I. IT T5 F'UIJNI') QV t\DI)IN\,
THE S POWEk~ ASSOCIATEu ~JTH EACH HRANCH Il~ CIRCUJT T
.JAC('J)="JU"H;:lE~ OF hJONlEHO f:NTHIES IN ROW.) OF 15FT
,)H INUMC, :C,)HX I I) W'1E:kt: NUMC:!"I)Ml( (t)
(11C;f.[l ONLy FOR NET~jOHK lql'"r. tjRl'.NCH~,)
•
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JAXC!)=INTTIAL NOIJE Of TH£ I-TH NFTWORK HRANCH IN TH~()f\TA
ARANCH LI~T
JMfMCI)=THE qOW OF THE ~OUTING MATRIx FROM WhICH THE I-TH ~onF
IN THE pATH SEQUENC~ WAS TAKEN
JROWCLF)=THE NU.,uEK Of NON-LI:".RO ENTfo<I~S TN ROW U- OF THE ARRAY "IF
,JX C1+1) =NP CI)
KBASrS=NUMHER BhSE OF THf SYMUOL COUFS. T~Ar IS' THF ~FG rONTATNS Kon
DISTINCT SYt-1HOLS, ~EMBUL(K) .K=19?, •••• KOO, NOT INr.LUnTN~ THF LA~
VARJ AHLE C:. \II HER ESE Mt3 tJ L CK) I S ASS I GNEU TH£ con~. K8 Ac:; Tc:; ito ito K
KHOL=r.OU~JTER UC;I:.D TO F I NI.I THF NUMRER OF LOOPS OF (HWF R ? nR' ~QFATP~
I<IKcA ROw COUNTEk Of THE MATIoolIX POLY
KMEM(1) =THE COLUMN OF THF. HOuTING MATRIX FRO~ WHICH THF I-TH NODE
IN THE PATH SEUUENCE WAS TAKEN
KODECJ,L)=COOE K[PReSENTING rHE SYMBOL OF THt SFG H~ANCH HAVTNr,
J AS AN II'41TIAL NODE AND L AS T'1£ TFI-(MINAL NoDI='
KOnESCJ)=2~itoCJ-l) WHEREJ IS A ~ODF OF THF SF~
KODET(r)=COM~OSlTE CODE ASSOCIATE!) WITH CIRCUIT 1. THIS roDE p(PRrC:;FN
THF ~ET Of ~YMHOL5 CO~HE5pONUING TO r~~ SET of 5FG HRAN~Hf~
CONTAINEU IN CIRCUIT I
KODF (NI) IS THE MilL llPLICITY OF THE C;YMBOL CORRfSPONrtING TO THf
CUDE KOI)T(NZ>
KO~ICNZ)9NI=1,2'.ee9IZ IS THE SET OF INDIvIOUAL SYM~OL CODE~ THAT
MAKE UP r~~ CUMPO~ITE CODE KSORT(Jl)
KONCCJ)=<,OLUMN cUUNltR FnH ROI" J of THE ROUTINGfIIlATRTX N(J,!()
K0 N5 (K 0 I Y ) =1 1FT~E 5 V "1 B0 L HA V I NG COl)E K() 1 Y I 5 I'J 0 T A"I I NV f. Q C; f. ~ YMi~ n L A
o TF THE ~ET OF 5Y~HOLS CORHESPON~TNG 10 TH~ cnflllPOSITf ~Onf
'<SORT (J) r-tELONGS TO THt:. DEi\lOMINATOH fJOtYNOMIAL
KeNSOl!):t IF SyM80L OF THE SFG BRANCH I=SVMdUL(I), n IF SYMRnl "F
THE SFG BRANCH l=l/SYMHUL<I)
I(S0FHlK):::THE COUt. ASSII:;NEO To COLUMN K OF THE: MA1HIX POLY
LRINUMC)=LHX<l) WHeRE "lU MC=NUt-1X(!)
(USEO ONLy FOH NEywOHK T~~E ~RANCHFC;)
LRX(l)=TERMINAL NODE OF THE I-TH NETWORK ~HANCH IN THE nATA
RRANCH LI~l
LTL=A COLUMN COU~TEH OF THE ~ATRTX POLY
LINC("lUMC)=l IF lHI:.. NETwUkK riRANCH NUMBF)<FD NUMC Ry THE USFR IC\ ,,'oT
TN THE THFE. 0 OTHERwISE
LIST=NUMHf~ OF UIRECTEO ~HANCHE5 IN THE C:;FG
Llc;Tr.::l IF ALL ,.14CUITS of TtiE ~FG ARE TO tjE LISTED TN THE p~rN,TOUT.
o OTHERWlc;E.
'LI~TG=l TF SFG !NFOH~AT!ON(d~ANCH SYMAOL5. wEiGHTS Err.) AR~ TA RF '
LISTED IN THE PRINTOUT. 0 OTHERWT5E
LISTP=l IF ALL pATHS FROM NOuE NIN To NOOE Nuur ARE TO BE LISTED tN
THE PRTNlnUT, 0 OTHERWISE
LTCJ)~NUM8ER of ~OSlTIVE ENT~IEc:; IN ~OW J OF N(J,K)
MAPOCNJP'=NOCTOT(NIP)-~nCTOTC~IP-l)WHICH E~uALS THE NU~RE~ OF
LOOPS NuT TOUCMI~G LOO~ NIP
MIXCI'=MAPPI~G of THE SFG HHANCH LIST INTO A LISl SATISFYING ONf O~
THE FOLLO~lNG CO~OITIONS
NFIHST(J).GTeNFIRST(K) FOR J.GT.K
OR NFIRST(J)=NFIQC;T(K), NlAST(J'eLT.NLASTCK) FnR JeGToK
~SORT(K)=THE E~~U~ENT OF S ASSIGNEU TO ROW K OF 1HE MATRIX pnl v
NLJtK), WHERE K=192to .. ,LTIJ), IS THF.: TEPMINAL NuDE OF . <;FA q~at-Irl-l
HAVING J AS ITS INITIAL NnDF. THE VALUE Of fACH NONZEQ0 ENToy
T~ A GtvE~ ~o~ IS MAUE TU DECREASF AS K TNCR~A~ES. TH~ AD0TTYON
fNTRY NCNTN9LTCNIN)+1)2-1 IS ALSO MA~F
NACJ)=NUMBER UF S1~~OLSCNUT COUNTING TNVEHSE SVMdOLS) TN T~f
COOE KSOHT(J)
I\J BL J) =N lJ MHEH UFINVt. RSE SYMfj () LSI "J THF. C0('11"_ KSO R1 (J)




N£~T(T)=l IF THF, SFG BRANCH I CONTAIN~ ~ SYMHOL IN AnntTION Tn THF
l. AP LAC f. v /:I R TA~LE S, 0 l F THE 5 F G R!~ i\ /II Ctt leoNT ,t\ I ,." S N() c:; VMAn l.
EXCEPT POSSJ8LY FOR TH~ LAPLACE VARIABLE 5
NF(LF,J~OJ)=HUUTING TAHLF. ~O~ THE NETWOHK COMP05tU ONLY OF
BRANCHES RtLUNGING TO fHE TR~E
NFIR=l IF PATHS ARt TO BE FUUND(NFIR SET TO 1 IF LISTP=l), ANn 0 IF
PATHS AHE NOT ro AE FOUND
NfIRST(I)=INITl~L NODE nF TH~ DrRECTED ~FG HHANCH I
NIN=NETWORK RHANCH NUMijER OF THF SOURCE. THIS RtCOMFS TriF ~OUQCF ~onF
Of THE SF",
NLAST(T)=TERMINAl NU0E of lrlt DTRECTFO 5FG BHANCH T
I\lOH=NLJ~bFR OF HqAf\lCHES TN. NE I wORK
NOO=NUMAfR UFNnU~S IN NETWO~K
NOOA=O UNLEsS OuTPUT IS A VOLTAGE TAKEN ACROSS MO~E THAN O~E NETwnQK
ELEMENTo l~ THIS CASE IT OEIGNATf~ THE pnSITIVE TER~TNAL nF '
THF. OUTPUT VOLTAGE
NOO~=O UNLESS OuTPuT IS A VOLTAGE TAK~N ACROSS MOKf THAN ONE NFTwnR~
F.: LEMEN T • J I\j THIS CAS ~. I T () EST GNAT F. S Hi E N f GAT 1VEl F. RMIN A,
OF" THE OU TI-'l IT VOL TAGE
NOL=MJMtJER OF" CrRCU I TS (LOUPS)
NOP=NU~BER OF PATHS ~ROM NODt ~IN TO NOnF NouT IN THF ~FG
NOUT=NETWQRK HRnNCrl NU~BER ASSO~IATEn WIT~ THE OUTpUT tVOLTA~F A~ROS~
OF CURRENT THHE) • THIS ~ECOME~ THE S~G NODE CORqESPONnIN~ Tn I
OUTPUT VAr, I '" dLE:
t\1 (H C1-1 ( NnC) A"'J 0 1\1 0 C rOT ( Klee l) I\J SID f. R THE TNT F. (; E. R SET
(I)=(1,29.e.,N2) WHERE N2~NUM8ER OF NONTOUCHING PAIP~ OF Lnop~.
NOW CONSluER THE FOlLO~ING SUSSET OF (1).
S(!)=(I'JO<;TOT (K.·1) .l,NOC10T (K"'1) "'29.oo~"IOCToT(Kl) WHFoF
NOCTOT(O)=O. IHEN tHE ~ET (NUTCH(J) 9 J IN 5(1» IS THI: ~ET OF
LOOPS THAT I)() NO,. TOUCH LOOP K
"IOTHFf(T)=l IF ThE i",l~ NETwoRK '·H~ANCI-I !"J THE DATA LIST r~ CHn~E'N
FOR THE rR~E, 0 OTHEHWISE
I"P ( I) =T HE NODE r;;[(,)dENCE OF A PA TH BE TWEfN NOIJE N1N AND NonE Nnt IT
oFT HE SF \:i 0 I F 'JI N:: NO lJ T r H T5 I S T H F NoDE Sr. QU t: N CF r n R l\ C TRC" I I 1
I'iPCO()r:(K>=CO~.,poslTE COOE UStl) TO IlJENTIFY CIt<lCUyr 1. FOLlNn RY SI1M"'lTNl,
THE conES. I<OUf:S(.j), ALlOTEn To EACH NODE, J. TN THF: rTPCIJTT
NlJML (NlIMe) =NUMLA ( r) WHERE NUtvlC=r..JUMX (I)
(USED ONL Y F l)~ NETWORK r REE BRANCI-IF S)
NS(LF.JF)=l IF ThE NETWO~K TwEE BRANCH T~(LF,JF) HAS INTTJ~L NODF
LF' ANO Tf.H~qNAL NODE Jr A"lO EQlJA.Le; -1 IF TtiE NFTwOHK TQ~F.:
8RANCH HA~ INITIAL NOOt JF AND TEHMI~AL NOuE IF
NlJfvlLX(ll. IF l ... TH Nt:TwoRK Ho<ANCH IN THE IlATA BRANCH LI~r TS f!.
nEPEtJDF.NT SnUHcE 9 TH 1S AqRA Y EQUAL c:; rl-lE NF TwnHI< HRANt":H I\JUM~F l~
AS~ I GNEll TU ITS CQNT kOL
rl/ UM)( ( t ) =THE "I ET\./ () KK BRA NCH NUM~ERA 5SI GNfl) BY THt. USFIJ rOT HF: T- T1-1
NET W0 HK Ii n II NCH II-J THE. u ATAR RAN r: H '- 1 S T
NUP(J) DESJGNAT~~ THE lnUPtI~fT(J,NUP(J». at R()~ J WHlr:H re; ~OT
rOllCHEIl t1y THE lOOPS ENTEREn IN Rnw J40! OF J~ET.
POLY(K.L)g~ATHlx 11F CONSTANTs WHERE EACH ~NTHY TS AssnCTATFD WITH ~
TI:HM IN ll-lL NU~1ERATOR DR DENOMINATOR OUTpur POLYNorA Il\1.
HAVII-JG THr..- <; POWER Of K AND THF SYf"'HOL ConE. AS~lGNEn Tn COll)Mt-1 ,_
POLYU(K.L)=MATH1~ OF CON~TANfS WHERE EACH fNTRY is ASSOCIATEn WTTH A
TERM IN Tt11:. NUMFR"tTUH of THE OIlTPUT POLYN0l'11AL rlAvlN(1 THE ~ pO\on·
OF K AND THE SYMROL CODE A5SI(,NF.D Tn CULU~t~ L
C:;EMROL(KO)aSY"'If:ll"ll CO~f~E~PONOING Tn THF: Cf1l)c "~A~15~H"(Io(O-1l
SE~Por"(Jl,J2),J,,=1.2' •• o ,NA(.Jl>. AND C;EMP(IU(Jl,.J3) .J~=192'.o•• N8(,ll)
ARE RESJ-lECTTVE.LY THE MuLTIPLICITY OF=" THE SyMfjOI S
S!~RnN(Jl.J2"J2=1'oGONALJl" AND c:;TMI:WD( ..Il'J3),J1:::1 •••• ,NR( I])
c; I ~~ 0 N ( J 1 • J 2) ,J 2 =l ., 2, • g • 9 N A(.J1 ). AN l) S I MH ( I U( J 1 , J.3) , J 3=1 • 2 , " ••• N A( J1 )
APE RESPECTtVELY THE SYMBOLS ANr) I!'JvtHSE C;YMHOI_S COkPFc:;pn~nplr,
TO THE SYM~0L CUDE KSO~T(Jl)
•
THt:: SFG BRANCH T




SM80l(K'=SYMBUL(I) FOR THE SFA BRANCH! WHeRE ImMIX(K) ..
STAR(I)=~*I THIS A~RAY IS GE~E~ATEo FROM DATA STATFMfNTS ANn I~
US 0 IN FuRMIN~ THf. ARRAYS SEMPON AND SEMPOD
SYM(NUMC)=SYMX(r) WHERE NUMC:NUMX(!)
(USED ONLY FOH NETwORK TREE BR~NCHES)
SYMRULCI)=SYMHOL ASSOCIATEU wITH TH~ VALUE Of
SYMX tI) =SYMBOL C3 CHAHACTERS AT MOST)' .4.55 rGNEIJ
NETWORK BHANCH IN THE UATA BRANCH LISTo
IF NOT SP~CIFIED I~ REpRE~ENTEO BY THIS
TYPA ( NU"'1 C) =TYPx( I) -w HERE Nt! tJl CIS NUM)( ( I )
(USED ONLy FOR NETwORK TREE IjRANCHES)
lYPE(NU"'1C)=TYPX(LINK) WHERE NU~C=NUMX(LINK)
(USED ONLY FOR NETWORK BRANCHES NOT IN THE TREF) .
TYPXCI)=SPECIFI~S THE ELEMENT TyPE OF THE I-TM NETWORK RRANCH
TN THE DATA BkANCH LISf. (MuST ~E E.I,G,R.L,C,CC,cV,vC,nR VV
AND MUSTHfCOMPATItiLE WITH-THE"UNITS OF" THe- ELEMEN'fS VALUE")
VALCNUMC)=VALX(l) WHERE NUMC=NUMX(I)
(USED ONLy FOH NETwORK TR~E BRANCHES)
VALX(I)"ELEMf::NT VALUE(Et2oS) or I-TM 1\!ETWC}I-tK BRANCH IN--TrtF:- O'ATA
BRANCH LIsl




Program SNAP is divided into the following sections:
Program MAIN (Subprograms 1 thnl 12)





As indicated above, program MAIN is further broken down into 12 subprograms
and subroutine SFG is divided into 10 subprograms.
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Subprogram MAIN-l
This program reads in some preliminary network dota.
Read in
(8) problem name
(b) NOD, NOB, KBASIS, LISTG,
LISTC, LISTP, NIN, NOUT,
~~,NOOB
Set KBASIS to 8 if a zero valve
has been read in.







This program generates the SFG routing matrix, creates a code for each
symbol (excluding s), and sets up arrays for the constants and powers of
$ associated with the branch weights.
Call subroutine SFG.
Transfer the following data into
subroutine SFG: NIN, NOUT, NOD,
NOB, LISTG, NODA, NODB.
(see subroutine SFG for additional
data read in)
Subroutine SFG returns the following
information to program MAIN-2:
LIST, NFIRST(I), NLAST(I), IXPON(I),
WEIGT(I), SYMBUL(I), KONSO(I),






100 .. 100 + 1














LT(J) ... LT(J) + 1
thN(J,LT(J» m ~ST(LOB)
After the J row is completed set
{ 0 JpNINN(J,LT(J)+l) D. -1 J=NIN
The mapping LOB m MIX(IBO) reorders.
the SPG branch list 90 that (1) the nonzero
entries of a given row of the routing matrix
N(J,I) decreases as I increases and (2) the
Jth row is completed before elements are






J D NFIRST(LOB), L a NLAST(LOB)












































where LOBX ... MIX(KP)
equal
>- -=-~ KODE(J, L) m IG(LX)





with branch lBO is the
inverse of the symbol
associated with branch KP
\/
Compare ./




MG ... KBASIS * MG




KOO ... KOO + 1
Initially KOO • 0
\ 'I
SEMBOL(KOO) = SYMBOL(IBO)
This establishes a direct correspondence





























This program codes the nodes of the SFG. and prepares the counters for finding
all paths and/or circuits.
Set POLY(J,K)~O, J=1, NEXPS; K=l.NTO
MSORT(J)=O , J=1, NEXPS
KODI(J)=O ,J=l, NSPT
KSORT(J)=O s J=l. NTO
IR=l, NFIR=l, KNOsO




TEST =1 , Write out














































PF3 >~o(TEST ROUTING MATRIX)
N(J,K)



















































(1) Find the composite code for the circuit
node list.
1-1
NPCODE(IR)m ~ KODES [NP(IS) J
ISal
(2) Find composite code, exponent, and





CONST(IR)e n CONS [NP(KEW-1) ,NP(KEW) ]
KEW.,.2
-I













This program determines if circuits arc to be found and if so modifies







































All circuits thru node J
have been found. The SFG
must be modified by eliminating








Test last nonzero entry in each row of


















·AND· together the node code




TEST \ 1'0 loop LIRl
NAN
"'0 2














The following defines arraym NOTCH and NOCTOT:
Consider the integer set
. b },. b ,2, ••• ,N2 }
where N2 9 number of nontouching pairs of loops
No~ consider the following subget of (I)
h }13{.NOCTOT(K-l)+l ,NOCTOT(K-l)+2, ••• ,NOCTOT(K»)
8
Then the set
{.NOTCH (J) : J e (I g ) }












This program finds all nontouch1ng loops of order greater than 2, and
stores the associated code, power of s, and constant term.
The matrix ISET is given below in its general form to aid in understanding








where ISET(J,I), Isl,2, ••• ,JAC(J)
is the subset of
lISET(J-l,liUP(J-l)+1],ISET(J-l,NUP(J-l)+2], ••• ,ISET[J-l,JAC(J-1)])
which does not touch the loop
ISET[J-l,NUP(J-l)]
-63';
I DO 490 NIpaNOP+l,NOL








The first row of ISBT io seen to be
the set of loops which do not touch
loop NIp·
Set JAC(K)aO } Kal NPAC
NUP(K)cO '
...




. All higher order
loops not touching
















DO 435 l-iAPIEllNUP(KAP)+l,JAC(KAP) 1
l__~__
i
~AND. together the node code of












Find constant, code, and exponent for l












Updnte column counter of row KAP+l
of 1SET and insert the last loop
found into ISET
JAC(KAP+l) mJAC (KAP+1)+1
ISET [KAP+l .JAC(KAP+1) ]t=ISET(KAP .MAPI)
increment
MAP1







Ro\:Y KAP+l of 1SET
has nov been found









TEST '\> 0 t
JAC (KAP) -NUP (KAP) -1 /'--Ro-u--U-P+-l-o-f-I-S-E-T--
--/ has nov been found
~ it does not
contain more than
one non-zero entry
Since not all loops
of row KAP have been
exhausted, increment
NUP{KAP) by one and
re-evaluate row KAP+l
Row KAPi-1 of 1SET
has now been found
but it does not contain
more than one non-zero
element. Further. all
loops of row KAP have
been exhausted. Thus,
it is necessary to





ementContinue I Incr--~ NIP
CALL ARRAY (2,1.,0,0.POLY,LIL.KIK)
It
Print out number of loops found and









This program decodes couposite codes representing nontouching loops and




SEMPOD(J3,J4)oSTAR(l) \ J3ml,NTO; J4s NSPTU
SIMBON(J3,J4)""SB J-
SIMBOD(J3,J4)aSB
NA(J5) EJO }NB(J5)aO J5=l,NTO
SB and STAR(l) are obtained from "data" stateIiients
/
DO 646 JZml,LIL-l
(LIL-l different composite symbol codes














This subroutine (8) sets
\
1 if terms having the code KSORT(JZ)
ITOP(JZ)- belong in numerator of output polynomial
if terms belong in denominator
(b) finds the set
KODI(I), l""l,IZ
where SEMBOL[KOD!(I)], lol,IZ are the corresponding
set of symbols, and
(c) finds the multiplicity of each individual symbol,
SEMBOL(KODI(I)], and records these values in the
array KODF(I), Icl,IZ
1
DO 645 NZml, IZ
The symbol corresponding
to KODI(NZ) is not to be
inverted in the output
TEST
KONS [KODl (NZ) ]
101
The symbol corresponding
to KODl{NZ) 10 to appear
inverted in the output.
i.e.
1








SEMPON(JZ ,IIAK)nSTAR UwDP(NZ) ]















This program separates POLY into the arrays POLYU and POLY for use
in printing out the constant terms of the transfer function •
. 1
DO. 755 JAa l,K1K-l
There are KIK-l rows in POLY
(KIK-l different powers of s)
DO 755 JCQl,LIL-l
There are L1L-1 columns in POLY

































This prograc normalizes the transfer function so 8S to have all
positive powers of 8







The pouer of s corresponding





MAXIM is to be the
absolute value of the





rEnd of JLoo loop .
Ii' increment
1----------' KAR
Using MAXIM make powers of







Write out the matrix of constant coefficients for the numerator pol}~oudal
of the transfer function. Algo write out the eYEhole snd 8 powers that
correspond respectively to the columns and rowe of the array of constants.
Subprogram MAIN-l2
Write out the matrix of const8nt coefficients for the denominator
polynomial of the transfer function. AlBo ~rite out the o~o18 and 8





This subroutine generates a signal flou-graph (SPG) for the given network.
The progr~ 10 subdivided into subprograms A thru J.
-74-
Subprogram "A"
This program uses DATA statements to define certain vnriables, nulls









Set nS(IC,IK)=O } ICol,mm; IKol,NNGNF(IC,IK):aO
NEST(IG)COJ IGcl,NBGKONSO(IG)'"
INTREE(Il)OO} Ilm l NNGJROW(Il)rnO '
MOmO,LOoO,LISTml,LINKeO

















Read in the follo~ing network branch
infot'l28ti.on:
TYPX(I) ,NUMX{I) ,JBX(I) ,LRX(I) ,SYMX(I).
IQUALX(I),VALX(I),NUMLX(I)
I-I.NOB
Chooee a tree of the network for






This program sets up tree branch information and creates a routing
matrix and sign matrix for the tree.
I DO 21 NU~1,NOD-1
Put network tree branch information in terms
































The folloving generates a routing
matrix, NF, and a sign matrix,
NS, fro~ the chosen network tree
























All passive network branches
together with VC and CC type
sources have been converted
to SFG variables. Now all













Put network link information in terms












This records which network branches




.EQ. G or Y
123












123 -_......~ CALL nmp(JK,m,NF,m?,t~n)
T~P fimd tha path in the
neruork trc~ ~ich fo~a
a circuit ~th the link ~.
Counter LOw ~111 incrQ~nt over
the nwuber of t~CG br~ncheD
contained in the fund~2ntQl
circuit dcfi.i1led by th~ link mJMC.
For each tree branch in thl0 list,
s SFG brlmch wi 11 bo fo~d frcm




































-1 Link weight i~ giveD in







This program generates SFG information from link node to branch node •
201
•EQ. E,I,VV, or CV
-!-TESTTYPB(INIT)
I! .NE. E,I,VV, or CV
•EQ • R 0 r Z 1.EQ • C •EQ. L






























This program sets up SFG information for VC type control sources.
165 NUMB was found fro~
NUMBeNUMLX(LINK)
Thus, NUMB is the branch
number of the control
for the VC type source.
TEST~
INTREE (NU}1B) /------
-0 The net~ork branch whose
voltage i9 the controlling
variable for the VC source
1s not in the tree. Thus a
new node MUat be created in




Create a SFG branch from node
NUMB (current thru controlling
network branch) to new node
































~ CVAL(NUMB) WEIGHT(LIST)c1'/CVAL(NuMB) J
1 ~SO(LIST).l I~(- -1
,
-=1 -
LISTwLIST+1 ~---_. - 161
I ~si~;-the newly createdSFG nod~ representing
the controlling voltage.
a SFG node can now be
generated for the dependent
current source
._r=






















This program sets up SFG information for ec type control sources.
265
J
the structure of subprogram "F" is




this program sets up SFG information for VV type control sources.
360
{
This program is cycled over all voltage
controlled voltage sources in the network.
A list of these sources is maintained in
the array
IVV(MI) ,MI-l ,110
Other than the above, the structure of









This program sets up SFG information for CV type, control sources.
I This prOgr8~ is cycled o:~:81-;-----! current controlled voltage sources
in the network. A list of these
sources is maintained in the array
ICV(MI) ~MI""l, to
Other than the above, the structure
I of subprogram "H" is completely










This program generates the output node of the SFG.
User has specified that
output is between nodes
NODA and NODB of the
network. The SFG output
node NOUT is made a
function of th~ tree
branch voltages existing
in the path bet~een NODA
and NODB.
...0
r/>o User has specified
output be across a
particular network
branch. Thus, HOUT





DO 510 MOpml,NPL-l ]
__1 ,
LISTaLlST+l 1
1510 f"End of ]_ ' l.oo loop
.-------
Generate a SFG branch between node
IB[NP(KOP) ,NP(lroP+l) ] and NOUT











This 1s the initial node of


















This program orders SFG information for input to main program. That
is, a mapping function MIX 16 found which reorders th0 SFG information 80
that the routing matrix N{J,K) as calculeted in MAIN uill autom&t1cally
have its entries decrease as K increases.

















rMIX{IU) and MIX{IL) ]
















89 .< TEST )----~/ NUST [MIX(IU) ]-NLAST [mX(IL) ] >------,-1













> 0 82 1
80
-0 TEST






LBXtINTRE tNOTREE ,NOD tNOB)
This program finds a tree of the network to use in generating a SPG.
This branch
must be put












The branch just selected for the tree
must now be included in a routing matrix.
This matrix will be used later to test




The list of network branches
are still being examined for
voltage sources
All voltage sources have been
chosen. The list of network
branches are again examined Bud









1'--:..'__< 0 / TEST >/ ---<"', I -NOB
Pooolve network br.nChe.~-~
r are now being consi dere~ I'"


















A passive branch has been
tentatively accepted for the
tree. It is now necessary
to go to the path finding
subroutine TREP to see if















Given the routing matrix for the network tree with input and output nodes

























. ~ . 50





























J'-- Backstep _r-l·". 60J-JMEM(I) "




._ __.. - _0 __.•• _










This subroutine takes the constant 8Qsociated with each loop or
nontouching combination of loops in the SFG and stores it in the matrix
POLY. It does this by comparing the code and exponent of the given loop





• 0 < TEST I
J















































20 _ I ••__PO_L_Y_(MMX,NNX)=POLY(MMX,NNX) I
+XCON*(-1.)**JSIG !
"._-.






















--._--,-- 'l1le tert!l having
•NE. code KODY belongs
I in n.umerator of
transfer function










THIS PROGRAM FIr-IUS THF: SYMdOLIC TRANSFER
FU NCTI 0 N 0 I-( I M1>11 TMNeE F lJ Nell 01" 0 F A











C THE FOLLOlNlt>JG AR~t\YS A~E AS<::;OCIAT£D WITH THE. ~jFTWORK
C CHMaCTERISTIC I\lIiN(ut.FJNElJ 1\1 PRot;KAM ~AIN-ll
DIMENSION LTU':') tIG(35) ,S"'1ROL(35)
II I MEN'; 1ON I!:. Li)W (35) ,NP (3':,) ~ K()[lE.S (35) ,KONe (3S)
Ul"-1ENSION N(3C,d:ll ,C()NSI 35.35) ,j(.Ol)EI35t3~l d"PO(3~'3c;)
C********o************~**********o*********o****************o**o**~****
C THE FOLLOW!N(j ARRAYS ARE ASSOCIATEU ~lTH THE. NFTwORK
C CHAHACTfW(SliC N~G
uIfI.1ENSIO,'Ij I'lFlt-lSl (100) ,NLAST(lOO) ,1XPON(1()O) ,wEIGT(lOO)
LJIMENSION SY Mt3uUIOO) ,MIx(lOO) ,CVAL(lOO)
DIMENSION KONSO(lOO),NfSr(lOO),lYPE(lOO)
C****************o******************************o**********************
C THE FOLl.owINb ARRAYS ARE AS50CIATEU wIT~ THF-. NFrwoRK
C CHARACTF~ISTIC N~AC




C THE FOLLOwiNG ARRAYS ARE ASSOCIATEU ~ITH THt NFrwoRK
C CHAWACTfWlSTIC~ ~Tu, Ns~r. AND NF~~S
DIMENSION N,-.(ISOl ,"lB(150l
D!fIo1ENSION !\ONS(cJl ,KOul (~O) ,SfMk:lOL(?Ol ,KIJUFlcO)
Ol~ENSION MSORT(15),K~UR'(lc;O)9P()LYU(1~.1~O)
UIMENSION PoLY(1~.150l'lrOP~150)
IJI~Ef\JSION SLM>10N(1~O,lO) ,SIMI:iOl)(lc;O, 10)
n!MENSION SE.,",PON(150ilOl .SEMPf"){)(l~O,lOl
-101-
C THE FOLLOWING Ak~AYS ARE ASSOCIATtD WITH THt NrlwO~K








~_ (~U I VALE. NCE (1;" tJ 0 ( 1 , 1 ) ,N UTe H( 1 ) ,S I Mfl 0 N( 1 , 1) )
E(JUIVALENCF.: (CONS (1,1), IsET (1.1) ,c;IMHOD (1, 1»
EQUIVALENCE (KOoE(l,l) ,PULVU(l'I»
L)ATA nASP-I/21-l II





C N8N=NUM8E~ OF ~RANCHES IN ~ETWORK
C N8G=NUM~EH OF ~RANCHES Of SFG
C NTO~NUM8E.R OF T€H~S IN OUTpuT
C NSP1=NUMHEK OF" S'(MdOLS PER TEPM
C NE~PS~NUM~EH nf UIFFERENT PO~EHS OF 5
C NPACgNUMd~R ~~ PATriS PLUS cIRCUI1S
C NRT=MAXIMUM NUMAEH OF NONTOUCHINb LOOPS
C NCI=MAXI~UM NUM~EHOF LOOPs ~OT TOUCHING A~Y GiVEN LOOP-
C NEON:1:NlJMtj£R OF' h/UNrOUCtilNG PAIRS OF Lonps
C NHS=NUM~EH OF REPtATED SYMHOLS(NUMHtH OF NfTWOHK











C NSPTU=NUM~E~ ~~. SYMBOLS IN NUMEKATOR OF EACH T~HM
C NHTG=NU~~ER UF ~RANC~ES IN TREE uF 5FG































































































720 FORMAT(2X,loHNUMHER OF NUDE~=.13l
WRITE(6,721)NOH






C LIST ~LL ClkcuIr5
725 IF(LISTp)72~,72t)9727
727 \'iRIfElo,72H)
72M FOR"1AT(2X,24HLl~T ALL ~AIHS FROM NonE,13,2X.1HTO NODE.13)
126 WRIT[(b9729) !\lIN
7;>.Y FORMAT (2x,2::;,HELE."1ENT NUMrlER OF SOIJRCf=,IJ)
IF (r~OUT) lelO?' 1802, lR04
18('4 CONTI NUE
wRITF. (69130) NtJul




131 FORMAl (2X,3jH~US1TIVE UUIPUT VOLTAGE TE~MINAL=,13)
WRITE (6,732) I~OIJ'1
-'32 FOR\1AT (2X,3,jH!~E(;AT1VE OUTPUT vULT~GE TERMI"lAi..=, 13)
lH06 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,850)K~ASlS
H50 FOR~AT(2x,22HrlASE FQH SYMBOL cODES=,I4)
C ~HOGRAM MA1N--2
C fAKE. Sf 0 H~AN~~ I~FORMA1ION AS fOUND
C HY SUBHOUTINE SF~ A~U ~ENEkATE
C (1) ~OUTIN(i "1ATH1X INFO~~MAT ION
C "'(J,I\), AI'I40 Ll (:Jl
C (2) SFG dHANCH VALUES IXPO(J,L), CONS(J.L).
~ KOUE(J,L) WHE~E J=NFIRST(I), L=NLAST(I). ANn
c I=~RANCH "lUMH~R
C TOGt.1HtR .vITH TI'1E. C;yMHUL C;t:MHOl.(K), K=l'?'o .. ,MI
C














315 00 952 KP=l,KPU
If(NOA)1111,l111,1920





1602 FORMATC1X.2/HTIME FOH fOHMULATING











































































































NULL CEHTAtN ARRAYs. SET CUUNT~RS, AND DEFTNE






KOOE (J,L> =1~ (UU
(;0 TO 307
952 CONTINUE
IF (SMi:iOL(II:jO) .EU.(lNE)GU fO 31h
953 I GI U =MG
KOO=KOl)+ 1
SEM~OLCKOOI=S~dULCJAO)

















00 601 Klr-1=, ,NTU
601 POLY(KAM,KIM)=O














110 foORMATC17H oAfHS F~OM NOuE 12.9H
wRITF.16,lY05)
1905 FOR MAT I5 X, 17H ~I/U• NOlJt-. LISn
175 CONTINUE
IFILIS1P)1 113,1113'23











F'Io(OGRAM MAIN .. -4
PATH-FINOI~G ~LGORITHM
IN AODITIO''J. STEIJ PF1 CALCULATI::.S THE COMPOc;lTE








































PF? lFINO NEXT NOIJ~)
NP(I)=N(J.K)
PF3 lTEST ~oUTINA MAT~IX)
IF(N(J.K»lOO.60,34
PF4 (TEST FO~ FLOWER)





















































































C ~UOlfY THE SF~ RY REMOVING EVEHV HRANCH CONNECTED
C TO THE NOUt THRoUGrl wrllCH ALL CIHCllITS HAVF ,Juc;r
C H~EN FnUNU
IR=IR+l
1F ( I R... NPAC) 13 6 1 , 136 1 , 13 6 I)
1360 WRITE(b,13 6 2)


























































































































PROGQAM MAIN- co 6




































































































FIND ALL LOOPS Of OROEH
. GHr: ATE R TH~ ~J 2











INKO= I IIH(} -INK2
CONTI NUE
IF I INKO-NCII1391, 1391, 13~O
wl-i rTE (b, 139;;1) 1NI'I.O















INIATE PMOC~SS FUR FIN01NG
HIGHER OHOEH LOOPS
00 430 KAT="NPAC
















































































~91 POLYU(Jl,J 2 l=Q
no &93 JI=l.NfO
"TEST Lonp of REMAINING C~TS
MAPU=JAC(KApl








ANO TsnLAT~ SY~80LS fROM
INVERst SY..,HOLS
-109-















477 KS YMG=KS YM(i + KI)Ot:. I ( I rUCH)
TCONSG=TCON~u*CONST(ISOTI



















1~04 FORMAT(lX,l(HTIME FOR FINDING ,IIO,AH SETS OF/





























DECODE KSORT(J7) ANU ~F:CORO TE6MS







ISOLATE NUM. SVMBULS AND INVERSE ~YMqOLS
P~OGRAM MAIN--9
St~A~ATE POLY INTu 4~RAYS FOR THf
NU~ERATOR AND DENOMINATOR Uf THE

























IF ( NA T-NSP Tu- 1l 13tH. 1380. 13 B0
13AO wRITF(6.13H?)



















THE CONSTANT CnEFf IC I ENTS I NTHE TRA"JSFI:R 'FUNCTION'






































P~OGRAM MAIN ..... Io
















































































































WRIT E ( 0 , 81 ~) 1>' SUR T (K R0 vn , (P 0 L YU( I( k 0 W9 LM) ,LM=LML , LMU)










C PRiNT OUT uENOMTNATOR OF
C TtiE TRANSFt:.R FLJNCT ION
LUK=O
IKU=LtL-l




q23 FOR~AT (25X,22HOENOMINATuP. POLYNOMIAlIII)
WklTE (6,924)











wRITE(of103) LUK, (SIMHONIIK,ILl ,SEMPONlIKdll,








/.17X,33HC0NSTANTCOE~S. IN THE POLYNOMIAL)
-113-









W~ITf. (6,51;;) MSURfCt(f<Ow), (POl.Y (KROW,LM) oLM=LML.LMU)·













1161 FOR~AT (IAo~7rl ~XECUTION TI~E 1~ SECONUS.F15.311
128H AUGU~r ,970 VERSION uF SN~P)
250 GO TO 1111
E.ND
SUB ROUT 1NE sf G(NFl RST, NLAS T~ I XPON '~lE I GTt 5 Yt"H~UL·, KONsn, MT)( 9 "'!:ST.
llrST,NIN'NOUT,NUO,~O~,LlsTG,NnUA.NOOA)
C~o~~**~~~~~~******~***~*~*~************~*~*****~~*********************
C THE FOLLowING A~HAYS ARE ASSPC1ATEU ~lTH TH~ NFIWORK
C CHARACTERISTIC N8N(OEFTNE.U IN PROGRAM MAIN-I)
l)IM~NSION JQ()w (35) ,NP (35), IVV (35) ,NUML(3~),leV (35) .lNTPE"E·C3S)
DIMENSION L~NC(3~)
DIMENSIuO\J NF(35,3S) ,1t1(3~,35) ,NS(35,35)
DIMENSIUN TyPH(3~19J~(35)'L8(3~),MSYM(3~)
OIMENc;IuN lI.oiUAl(35) ,VALU~) ,SYM(35) .
DIMENSION lQUALX(35),VAL~(35),NUMLX(3S)91NTP~(35),NOTRFF(~5)
DIMENSION Tyfo'X(3~) ,NI/MX(5) ,JHX('3C;) ,Lt<JX(35) ,sYMXC35r
c~~~***o***~*****************************************,******************
C THE FOLLO~ING A~RAYS ARE ~SSOCTAT£O WITH TH~ NFTwORK
C CHAHACTERISTIC NaG
OIMENSIUN CvAL(lOO)
nlMENsiON "JFl~Sl (100) ,NLASTCloO) tlXPON(100) ,w£I6T(100)
nlMENSloN MAf'''Y(lOO) ,KUNSO(lOO) ,NEST (100) ,TyPt.(lOO)
I) I MEN S I 0 fll S YM~UL ( I 0 0) ,M I )l. ( 1 00 )
c*~***********************~*********************~**********************




DATA Y'G,C,iW,H,CL,Z/2H~ .2HG ,2HC, ,IM=,~HR ,2HL 02HZ /





































































































5 JROw ( tl) =0
00 528 l=hNOk







1300 IFP-lLJMUu I) '1 1301tl3n2el301
1302 WRITE(6.130j)
1303 FOR"1AT (IX .4yH~*tloE:RROR**"LO",rROL SPECH ICA nON f' OR DEP. snlJRCF ,







2hl fOR~AT(2X.3?HELlMENT ELEMENT INITIAL TEHMINAL. -
12RH ELEMENT ~LEMENT ELlMtNT NO.)
wRITE (6,2621
262 FORMAT(2X.,3QH -TYPE' I'IlUMfjER
120M VALUE UF CO~TROL)
DO 601 M=I.NUk




















IFCTYP~(NUM~).N£.VV1 GO fa 3
""0="10+1
IVVCMO)=NUMC























THIS PHOGHft~ GENERATES SIGNAL fLOW GRAPH INfO.






















































































IF(TYPE(NUMC).EQ.Y1GO TO 119 95'. () D
1F (TYPE. (NU Mel • E(J • R) G() TO 700 1.J55n -
IF<TYPE.(NUMC) .EQ.l)f;O TO 700 ~I:>(, 0
IF(TyPE(NUMCI.tW.C)GO 1u 121 ~57nD
KOEPS=1 I.J:'~ n ..
IF <TYPE (NUMC) .t:u.U GO 10 123 'I" L~ (1
IF (TYPE (NUM(").!::t,I.CI, (;0 To 123 ~b()n.D
tF(TYPE(NUMCI.Eu.VC)hO Tll 165 '16) ('I"
IF(TYPElNUM("I.EW.CC)GU Tu 2613 .,,620'
117 !XPS=-l ~61(1
KANSO=l '1 64 1)0
GO TO 123 '10'" I)::
119 IXPS=O ~f-.nn
GO To 123 1.J67n.
700 IXPS=Q '16~ 00
I\ANSO=1 '16Q(1
GO TO 123 lj7l)!'I
121 IXPS=l ~ T1 no




"J7S r'nNP2=I~P (LON+ 1) '1 76 r\i.~
INJf=I!j(NP1.NPZ) / \.j 17 f)107
109 SIGN=NSlNP1.Nj.l~1 ~7AD
Ir(K EYS)l h7'1t:>7,169 '"J7Yn
)67 IF(IOUAL(NUMC1.EQ.!QIGO ro 111 ';H3 \J () .
NES=l ."k 1 f·








B4ONLAST(LIST)::IF!N -l'l () '.:
SYMrlUL(LIST1=SYM(IFJN) 9l.Jl0
IXPON(LIST)~lX~S ~92f]IF(KONSO(LlST))~O~,50~,SU4 ~9'~~
~(l4 wF.IGT(LlST)=1./C0NST ~q4 f




127 fOR"1AT (3I5.El2.~) '1l.J~o
12~ FORMAT (A4)
"'990e 100'y
e SUBPRO\3~AM ~l);t 100 I..
e THIS PROG~l\M l;EN~~ATtS 51G"'AL rL0i'1 G~APh I Nf O. 100:>"
C FROM LINK l.JOnE 10 AkANCH 'lOOF lOO:g
169 CONTI NUr:: 100 '.'
IF(lYPtj(INITI.[(J.f)(;O TO ?OI IuOS/)
1F (TYPB( I NIT) .. Et,l • CI ) 13 0 Til 201 lUO~IF(TV~~lINITI.~~.VV)~O TO 201 100 .:
IF(TYP~(INIT).t~.CV)"O TO 201 1001"
LtST=LIST+l lOOqn
IF(TYPt:i(INITI.Eq.R)r,O TO 133 10lUIF(lYPH<INITI.E~.llr,(l TO 133 1u 1 :.
IF<TYPH(INITl.t:lJ.GIGn TO 702 10 l ~ (\
IF(TVPtj(INIT).EQ.Y)GO TO 70~ 101")(\
IF (TVPIj (IN! T) .l:.(J.CL) (W TO 135 101D
-117-
IFlTYPtj(INITl.E(J.C>tW TO 137 101c;,o
133 I XP01\1 ( LIS Tl =0 101(,0
GO TO 1t;. 1 10170
102 IXPON(LISTl==O 101~(1
KONSO(LlSTl=l 10190
GO TO 141 10Z0n
135 TXPON (LIST):1 10210
bO TO 141 lOZ?0
137 IXPON(LISfl=-1 1U2]1')
KONSO(LISTl=1 '0240
141 IF(IUUAL(INITl.EU.lQ)GO fO 139 102.,1'1
NE:ST(LJSTl=! 10260
WEJGr(LISTl~-1.9S1GN 102711
GO 'T 0 147 lO2~()
139 IF(KnNSO(LI~lllboe,60H,607 102110
007 wEYGT(LISTl=-SIGN/vAL(INIT) 10300
l,O TO 147 10310
60R wEIRT(LISTl=-SlGN 9 VALtINITl 10321'
147 NFIRST(LISl)=IFIN 10330








C THIS PROG~AM SfTS UP SFG FOR VC 1041)0
C TYPE CONlt:<OL SOURCES lU4}0
165 NUNO=NUt-\t3 1042n




NLAsT(LIST)=NOHY 10 4 70
SYMAUL(LI~1):SYM(N0M~) 104~1)
NUNO=NOt:;y 10490
IF(TYPt(NUM~).EQ.Y)Gn TO' 912 10500
IF' (TYPE.. (f\JUMR) .[bI.G) (iO 10 912 10~11')
IF<TYPECNUMQ) .tG.C)GO ,10 914 10520
IF(TYPE(NUMq).£U.CL)GO T() 916 lO531'l
NUNO=O lu541')
IXPON(LI151):O 10550
GO TO ~1~ 105A(\
912 IXPON(LIST)=O 10570
KUNO=1 I05BI)
GO TO 918 lOSQr
'H4 IXPON(LISTl=-l 10000
KUNO=1 lO6In
GO TO 9lH IOb2n
<:lIb IXPON(LIST)=1 106,0
KUNO=O lub40
'-118 IF (IQlJAL Cf\JU •.4U) .E..lJ. IQ) GO TO 920 10f,r;()
NF:ST(LIST)=l 10 b6n
WEIGT(LISn";l. 1067fl
GO TO 209 lOb~o
~20 IFCKUNU)922,~22,~24 10690
422 WEJGT(LIST):CVAL(N0MH) 10700






NLAST lLIST> =NUMC 1\) rd'1
SYHRUL(LISTl=SYMlNUMC) lU/1f:J
IXPONlLISTl=O Iv7~(1
IF(IQUAL(NUMC).tw.IQ)GO TO 171 lO7\JI]
, Nt: STl LIS T) : 1 I lid", "
WEJGTlLIST>:l. 1 vl-q ",
fjO TO 203 10~?"
171 WEIGTllIST):CVALU lUH ~0
203 CONTINUE 1 QA 4 ...
GO TO 123 )OH')(\
C 1OR~OC SU8P~OGHAM ~F"t I u87 ;
C THIS PROGRAM SETS UP SFlj INFO. FOR CC 1 O~~lJ'








t-4UNQ=N08Y 10 97UIFlTYPH(NUM~) .E<Jel)GO 10 233 1O~K '
IFlTYPH(NUM14l.EiJ.Rlr,O Tu 233 IllYQ/')
IF(TYPt:qNUMr~l.E{,).CLlliO To ?35 - 1 1 I) IJ "c
IF l Typg lNUMo) .E:IJ.Cl GO TO 237 11 U10
,KUNO=O 110?'11
IXPONlLIS(l={J 110~(i
(:'0 TO 241 IlP 40233 IXPON(LIS1l=U 11 U~! ;
KUNO=l )106"
GO TO 241 11070?35 tXPONlL1S1'l=-1 11O~~~;I<UNQ=l 110..:; ,
Gr) TO 241 111n/)
237 IXPQNlLIS1):1 111~KUNQ=O 111 t'.
241 IFlIQUALlNU~b}o~Q.lwlGO ro 234 ll130
NF.:STlLISTl=l 1l1~wEIGTlLISf)=l 111'-"
GO TO 247 111 ~ i
239 IFlKUNOl900t~OO,~02 111 ,('
900 WEIGT(LIST)=VAL(NU~Hl 111~DGO TO 247 111\>,
~O2 wEIGTlLlST)=l./vnLlNUMHl 1 r~ 0 r)
?,47 KC'NSOlLISTl:l. llZU621 LIST=LlST+1 1 12; '~
NFIRST<LIST}=MUNO 112' ,
NLASTlLISTl=NUMC 1124(\
SYM8ULlLIST1=5Y~lN0MC} llZijIXPONlLIST>=O H2.:, '
IF(TQUALlNU~C).tQ.IOlGO 10 21) 1127n
NfSTlLISf)=l ' I 11 ?j..l,"
nwE. I G' l LIS II :: 1. C :111 ""j
GO TO 281 113!~
271 wEIGTlLISr)=CVALU 1131(\
GO TO 281 lUfl281 CONTINUE 113'U
GO TO 123 1~34()
C 113c.:,n












































C GENERATING OUTPUT NOU~ OF SFG
C














































































-119b- 1137~C THIS PRObR~M SETS UP SF (, I NF () a FOR VV
C TYPE CONTRn L SOURCES 113Ho
160 IF (MO)4bO~4bUdb4 1139"1








IF(TYPE(NUNn).EU.Y)G" TO 333 11490
IF(TYPE(NUNo).E..Q·G)r,O 10 333 ll~OR
IF(TYPE(NUNnl.EQ.ClGO To 335 11 51 ':',~
IF(TYPE(~UNn).£(,)·CL)GO TO 337 '1l~?~~
~UNO=O 115il)
IXPON(LISTl=(j
'u11 ~4 c,';(,0 TO 341 1l5C:;,.,
, .333 IXPON(LISTl =U 1156 n
KUND=1 11:'7"
l:iO TO 341 l! 5l~~]
335 lXPON(LISTl::"l 11 «;''1 ,
KUNO=l 1l6(}()
GO TO 3~1 116ltf:J
337 yXPOj'JCL1Sf} =1 lib?t!"
KUNO=O 11"'3'1
341 rF(IQUAL(NUNO).~U.IQ)GO TO 339 11154 "I=.
Nt ST(L I Sf):: 1 11 tv; rl,J
wFIGT(LIST)=le 116A/LJ
GO TO 348 li670
33Q IF(KUNO)9U4.~04.Y06 116 >~ flU'!
: 1404 wEIGl (LIST) =CVAl (NJ-NO) 116QI] !
GO TO 348 w11700
406 wEIGT(LIST):l o /CVAL(NUNO) lUI"
348 KONSO(LISTl:l Ii"? IU







IF(IOUAL(KIl.EIJ.IQ)GO fa 371 1180 -'
NEST (LIST! =1
I 11tH f\
wFIGr (LI';l):l. l1 H?r<,
... \'




C 1181 r l:i!
C SU~PROBHAM ~rl~ 118Rrt
C THIS IJrlOGRl\M SE.TS UP SF\j I"JFO. FOR CV 1189~
C TYPE CON P<flL SOUkCES 1190rp]
460 IF(LO)515,5l~t4b4 l1"ilrj~
464 1)0 405 MI=l.LO 119?1)
LI=ICV(r.1!) 119 oJ rf"~
NUNO=NUML(Ll) ~.,.I! 94 rt]
IF(LINC(NU NO»)4b3.463,4bl lJ. 9 C; f)
463 LIST=LIsr+l 119f~ rf~
NFTRST(LIST)::NUML(LI) ) 1C) 7 (r·.~W
-120-
C THE FOLLowING AkHAYS ARE ASSOCIAJEU WITH THt NFlwnR~
C CHARACTERISTICS NHN, ANO NS~T (DE~lNEU IN PHOGP~M MAIN-i)













































































263 FORMAT(lA,37HINITIAL TER~I~AL E~PONE~T
135HR4ANCH ! IF SY~~OL 1 Ir SYMBOL)
wRITE (b,264)·
264 fORMAT(lX,3~H NODE NODE
137H SYM~UL IS INVEHT~O
DO 12n2 J=l,LISr-
'tJ RITE ( ,., , 48 c; ) NFl R5T (J) , filL AS T(J) , J )( PO N ( J) ,W F1(; T ( .J) ,









THIS PROGR~M OHUERS SfG INfORMATION








81 1'1XL= ..... rX (Ill






1'1 XL =M I X( I Ll
IF(NFIHST(MIU)-NFIRST(M!L»8t~8~,Rb
84 MXL=MIX(ILl





























6 IF(TYPX(l)0F'l.l.VV)GO TO 10






KCOl 1=KCOL (.Ib)( 1l
NF(JAXl,KCOLll=LRX(I)
IBXl=lHX(I)










11 IF(TYPX(M)'E~.CL)bO TO Ib"
lR IF(TYPX(M)oFw.ClGO TO 16
lQ IF(TYPX(~l.tW.YlGO TO 16













C THE FOllOwING AkRAYS ARf ASSOCIATED ~ITrl THt NFl WORK








































60 .J=JMFM ( r i
K=K~'EM ( 1 )
1=1-1
GO To 25









C THE FOLLowl~G AH~AYS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE NETWORK
C CHARACTERlST1C~ NTO, AND NExPS (DEFtNEO IN PHOG~AM MA1N-}) .



































































































S UH~ 0 UTI NE l1 t: c0 uE CK0() , K0UY, 1Z, FB, J Z• SEtot f.:W L• KLJ () F , K0UI , ITOP , KIi ASr !-' )
c*~***~******~***o*****.****o***********~o*****************************
C THE FOLLowINH ARRAYS ARE ASSOCTATED WIT~ THt NFTwOHk


















































1 i~ 1.1 r1.J
1472(1
147~~
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